Handshape as an Expression of Agency across Languages and Cultures
(paper presented in ASL)
Representational handshapes (HSs) are associated with meaning in sign languages (SLs)1,2
and in the gestures of hearing people.3 Two types are analyzed here—Handling handshapes
(H-HSs), which represent how an object is handled, and Object handshapes (O-HSs), which
represent an object itself or its properties. These HSs were analyzed in productions by adult and
child signers, where the opposition has been described as grammatical (H-HSs are used in
agentive descriptions; O-HSs are used in non-agentive ones),2 and in adult and child gesturers.
It was hypothesized that there would be (1) a significant difference between sign and gesture
groups, and (2) significant group differences due to culture or age.
Methods & Analyses: Responses to 31 vignettes that were designed to elicit "agentive" and
"non-agentive" descriptions were analyzed in 38 participants: native adult and child signers of
Italian SL (LIS) & American SL (ASL), and adult and child Italian (IT) and American (US)
gesturers. The groups contained 6 adults or 3-4 children (4;0-6;0). Signers responded in their
respective SL and gesturers responded in gesture without using their voices. A mixed-effects
logistic regression was used in 2 analyses: (i) the use of representational HSs: the tendency to
produce O-HSs & H-HSs vs. “other” HSs (Figure 1) and (ii) the agentive (H-HS)/non-agentive
(O-HS) opposition, measured as a tendency to produce matches: H-HSs in response to a
vignette with an agent, and O-HSs in response to vignettes without one (Figure 2).
Results: When the SL and gesture groups were considered separately, there was a significant
difference between IT & US adults gesturers in their use of representational HSs (IT gesturers
used more representational gestures). For signers, both LIS groups (adults and children)
tended to match more on agentive vignettes, and LIS children tended to match more overall
than ASL children. There was also significant difference between ASL child and adult groups for
both analyses, but not between LIS child & adult groups.
When the gesture and sign groups are considered together, there was a significant
difference between the ASL and US gesture groups for both analyses, but not between
the adult LIS and IT gesture groups.
Our findings indicate that the differences were based on language and culture, rather than on
simply being a signer or gesturer. Hypothesis 2 was therefore confirmed, but Hypothesis 1 was
not. Despite the greater variability overall in the gesture groups, the fact that the LIS and IT
adult groups are statistically the same on these measures (and the ASL and US groups are not)
suggests that this handshape opposition may be systematic also in the Italian cultural
community. Analyses of co-speech productions can be used to verify this. Italian children (Deaf
and hearing) may therefore be immersed in a general gestural environment that exhibits a more
evident agentive (H-HS)/non-agentive (O-HS) opposition than American children, and this may
affect when Deaf children acquire this opposition in LIS vs. in ASL. This finding suggests that
the H-HS/O-HS opposition may have both a linguistic and a cognitive explanation.

ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIONAL HANDSHAPES*
Figure 1. Representational HSs by
vignette type: The probability that a
representational HS (H-HSs+O-HSs)
was produced in response to the two
types of vignettes (agent, no agent).
Note that: (i) IT adult gesturers show
a greater tendency to use
representational HSs in their
productions than US adult gesturers
(red); and (ii) ASL adult signers use
more representational HSs than ASL
child signers (blue).

ANALYSIS OF MATCHES
Figure 2. Matches by vignette
type: The probability that a handling
handshape was produced in
response to a vignette with an agent
(agent match) or an object
handshape was produced in
response to a vignette without one
(no agent match). Note that: (i) the
IT adult gesturers show the same
tendency to match as the signers
(red); and (ii) both the US adult
gesturers and the child ASL signers
match less than the ASL adult
signers (blue).

*In all figures, the dot represents the estimate of the mean and the lines represent the 95%
confidence interval given the model's fit.
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